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Abstract. Ice nucleation in clouds is often observed at tem-
peratures> 235 K, pointing to heterogeneous freezing as
a predominant mechanism. Many models deterministically
predict the number concentration of ice particles as a func-
tion of temperature and/or supersaturation. Several labora-
tory experiments, at constant temperature and/or supersatu-
ration, report heterogeneous freezing as a stochastic, time-
dependent process that follows classical nucleation theory;
this might appear to contradict deterministic models that pre-
dict singular freezing behavior.

We explore the extent to which the choice of nucleation
scheme (deterministic/stochastic, single/multiple contact an-
glesθ ) affects the prediction of the fraction of frozen ice nu-
clei (IN) and cloud evolution for a predetermined maximum
IN concentration. A box model with constant temperature
and supersaturation is used to mimic published laboratory ex-
periments of immersion freezing of monodisperse (800 nm)
kaolinite particles (∼ 243 K), and the fitness of different nu-
cleation schemes. Sensitivity studies show that agreement of
all five schemes is restricted to the narrow parameter range
(time, temperature, IN diameter) in the original laboratory
studies, and that model results diverge for a wider range of
conditions.

The schemes are implemented in an adiabatic parcel model
that includes feedbacks of the formation and growth of drops
and ice particles on supersaturation during ascent. Model re-
sults for the monodisperse IN population (800 nm) show that
these feedbacks limit ice nucleation events, often leading to
smaller differences in number concentration of ice particles
and ice water content (IWC) between stochastic and deter-
ministic approaches than expected from the box model stud-
ies. However, because the different parameterizations ofθ

distributions and time-dependencies are highly sensitive to
IN size, simulations using polydisperse IN result in great dif-
ferences in predicted ice number concentrations and IWC
between the different schemes. The differences in IWC are
mostly due to the different temperatures of the onset of freez-
ing in the nucleation schemes that affect the temporal evolu-
tion of the ice number concentration. The growth rates of
ice particles are not affected by the choice of the nucleation
scheme, which leads to very similar particle sizes. Finally,
since the choice of nucleation scheme determines the temper-
ature range over which ice nucleation occurs, at habit-prone
temperatures (∼ 253 K), there is the potential for variability
in the initial inherent growth ratio of ice particles, which can
cause amplification or reduction in differences in predicted
IWC.

1 Introduction

The interactions of aerosol particles and clouds represent the
largest uncertainty in current estimates of radiative forcing
(Solomon et al., 2007). The uncertainty is particularly acute
in mixed-phase clouds, which play an important role in mod-
ulating climate. For example, mixed-phase clouds are often
observed in the Arctic and significantly influence radiation
and energy budgets (e.g., Curry, 1995; Fridlind et al., 2007;
Morrison et al., 2012). Efficient ice formation at tempera-
tures 235 K< T < 273 K suggests the existence of ice nu-
clei (IN) that heterogeneously nucleate ice. Observations of
mixed-phase clouds have shown that ice forms over relatively
long time scales and in the presence of a liquid phase prior
to ice formation (e.g., Hobbs and Rangno, 1985; Crosier et
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al., 2011; Crawford et al., 2012). These observations might
imply that ice nucleation occurs by freezing of droplets (im-
mersion freezing) (de Boer et al., 2010; Lance et al., 2011).

To avoid undue complexity in the representation of poorly
constrained freezing processes, models often apply param-
eterizations that are based on observed relationships be-
tween the number concentration of ice particles (Nice) andT

and/or ambient supersaturation with respect to ice (Sice) (e.g.,
Fletcher, 1969; Meyers et al., 1992; Cotton and Field, 2002;
Morrison et al., 2008; Phillips et al., 2008; Eidhammer et al.,
2009; de Boer et al., 2010; DeMott et al., 2010). Such em-
pirical expressions have been developed based on observed
freezing events and reflect the instantaneous conditions of
the ice phase in the corresponding temperature and/orSice
range. They imply singular, time-independent freezing on ac-
tive sites on the surface of IN, at specific temperatures during
cloud evolution (Langham and Mason, 1958). Laboratory ex-
periments are often performed in a way that only the onset of
freezing is recorded (e.g., Crawford et al., 2011; Wang and
Knopf, 2011; Wheeler and Bertram, 2012). In such exper-
iments, the number concentration of frozen particles is re-
ported as an integrated number over the investigated temper-
ature and/or supersaturation range (e.g., Vali, 2008; Nieder-
meier et al., 2010; Niemand et al., 2012).

Singular freezing behavior is in contradiction to many lab-
oratory measurements that report continuous ice formation
during experiments at constantT and/orSice or as a func-
tion of cooling rate (Diehl and Wurzler, 2004; Zobrist et al.,
2007; Popovicheva et al., 2008; Kulkarni and Dobbie, 2010;
Murray et al., 2010; Niedermeier et al., 2010; Welti et al.,
2012). Parameterizations of the number of frozen particles as
a function of cooling rates have been developed in order to
describe the freezing behavior of biological material or other
solutes immersed in water drops (Bigg, 1953; Vonnegut and
Baldwin, 1984; Diehl et al., 2002). Such experimental results
are in agreement with classical nucleation theory (CNT) that
describes ice nucleation as a stochastic, time-dependent pro-
cess (Fukuta and Schaller, 1982; Khvorostyanov and Curry,
2000; Shaw et al., 2005; Curry and Khvorostyanov, 2012).

Several studies attempt to reconcile these discrepancies
between the singular approaches that imply that active sites
on IN are unambiguously associated with their freezing con-
ditions and CNT-based stochastic approaches. While the two
descriptions of heterogeneous freezing appear to be fun-
damentally different, stochastic freezing might exhibit no
(or very little) time dependence if freezing occurs rapidly
(Vali, 1971, 2008). The interpretation of experimental data
has shown that neither of the approaches can fully explain
freezing behavior of water droplets or dust particles (Vali
and Stansbury, 1966; Gorbunov et al., 2001; Marcolli et al.,
2007; Broadley et al., 2012). A modified singular hypoth-
esis was developed that accounts for a random distribution
of active sites which leads to a distribution of the onset
of freezing temperatures among droplet samples (Vali and
Stansbury, 1966; Vali, 2008). A recently developed theoret-

ical framework shows how the deterministic and stochastic
descriptions converge as the number of randomly distributed
nucleation sites increases (Niedermeier et al., 2011) or if
the time scales over which freezing occurs are sufficiently
short and thus no dependence on freezing rate can be de-
tected (Broadley et al., 2012). In practice, the two approaches
might also not be clearly distinguishable because of the tem-
poral and temperature-dependent aspects of ice formation
(stochasticity) (Vali and Stansbury, 1966; Vali, 1994; Field
et al., 2011).

CNT for condensation and immersion freezing includes
physicochemical parameters that characterize particle prop-
erties that affect water uptake by haze particles, droplet acti-
vation prior to freezing, and ice nucleation on insoluble cores
within the deliquesced particles or drops (Khvorostyanov and
Curry, 2004). In many studies, an effective contact angleθ

has been derived from experimentally-determined nucleation
ratesJ for different IN, assuming thatθ is the only unknown
parameter in the CNT (e.g., Archuleta et al., 2005; Chen et
al., 2008; Wang and Knopf, 2011).θ is defined as an effec-
tive macroscopic quantity that parameterizes the interactions
of ice with the IN surface. While the compatibility of the ice
crystal with the solid IN surface cannot be directly measured,
θ provides a convenient way to describe these interactions.
Recent laboratory studies suggest that a singleθ for one type
of IN of identical bulk composition is inadequate to char-
acterize the freezing behavior of individual particles and/or
aerosol populations (Marcolli et al., 2007; Welti et al., 2009;
Lüönd et al., 2010; Niedermeier et al., 2010; Murray et al.,
2011; Broadley et al., 2012; Wheeler and Bertram, 2012).

Time-dependent freezing processes imply that at a given
T not all particles are frozen. Thus, experimental or model
studies often distinguish between the number concentra-
tion of potential ice nuclei (NIN) and the concentration of
ice crystals at a given time (Nice) (e.g., Eidhammer et al.,
2009; Kulkarni and Dobbie, 2010). Fits to the observed
temperature-dependence of the frozen fractionFfr of the IN
number concentrationNIN (Ffr = Nice/NIN) in these exper-
iments provide parameters for differentθ distributions and
deterministic expressions that all reproduce the observedFfr
over the range of experimental conditions. A recent model
study shows that cloud properties might differ greatly if dif-
ferent parameter sets are applied (Kulkarni et al., 2012). The
authors ascribed these differences to the variation in temper-
ature and supersaturation of the onset of freezing due to the
width of theθ distribution.

The goal of this study is to analyze in detail the microphys-
ical processes and their feedbacks on cloud properties (Nice,
ice water content (IWC), ice distributions) resulting from dif-
ferent nucleation schemes. We do so by using a variety of nu-
cleation schemes, all of which are able to mimic laboratory
nucleation events over a limited period of time. Using a se-
ries of models of increasing complexity, we shed light on the
similarities and differences in these nucleation schemes for
a variety of conditions near the temperature range for which
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distributions and temperature dependence ofFfr are summarized in Table 1.

the schemes were derived, and their potential consequences
for cloud evolution. We focus on the evolution of the frozen
fraction of a predetermined IN concentration, chosen such
that that the coexistence of ice and liquid phases is predicted.

2 Model description

2.1 Ice nucleation schemes

A number of stochastic and deterministic nucleation schemes
have been put forth to explain observed freezing behavior in
the laboratory (L̈uönd et al., 2010; Niedermeier et al., 2010,
2011; Alpert et al., 2011; Niemand et al., 2012) and field
(Fletcher, 1969; Meyers et al., 1992; DeMott et al., 2010).
Their differences are explained in the following.

2.1.1 1θ scheme

CNT implies that the surface of particles of identical bulk
composition can be characterized by a singleθ as the domi-
nant physicochemical property that determines their IN abil-
ity (1θ ; Fig. 1a). The nucleation rateJ is a function of the
IN diameter (DIN), the activation energy at the solution-ice
interface1Fact, and the critical energy of ice germ formation
1Fcr (Khvorostyanov and Curry, 2004)

J =
kT

h

π

6
× 1019m−2D2

IN exp

[
−

1F act− 1Fcr

kT

]
(1)

k Boltzmann constant [1.3806504× 10−23 J K−1]
h Planck’s constant [6.626068× 10−34 m2 kg s−1]
T temperature [K]

with a parameterized expression for1Fact (Jeffery and
Austin, 1997; Khvorostyanov and Curry, 2005)

1Fact = 0.694× 10−12
× (1+ 0.0027× (TC[

◦C] + 30))[J ] (2)

The formation energy of an ice germ is a function of the co-
sine of the contact angle (cos (θ ) = m)

1Fcr = 4/3πσi,s× r2
germ× f (m,x)[J ] (3)

σi,s surface tension at the ice/solution interface [N m−1]
rgerm ice germ radius [m]
f (m,x) geometric factor
x rgerm/(DIN/2)

The germ radius to initiate nucleation is a function of the
bulk properties of the aerosol particle and is calculated as

rgerm=
2σis

ρiceLef
m ln

(
273.15

T

)
+

RTρice
Mw

Hc −
2σsa
rd

(4)

R universal gas constant [J K−1 mol−1]
ρice density of ice [kg m−3]
Lef

m effective average latent heat of melting [J kg−1]
Mw molecular weight of water [kg mol−1]
σsa surface tension at the solution/air interface [N m−1]
rd droplet radius [m]
and

Hc =
2σsaMw

ρwRT rd
−

ν8(1− εinsol)Mwρsr
3
s

Msρw(r3
s − r3

d)
(5)

ρw density of water [kg mol−1]
νφ van’t Hoff factor
εinsol insoluble mass fraction
ρs density of solute [kg mol−1]
rs radius of dry particle [m]
Ms molecular weight of solute [kg mol−1]

Since deliquesced particles are near their equilibrium
state, except perhaps for the larger ones, and the equilib-
rium supersaturationSw,eq above a particles does not differ
significantly from the ambient supersaturationSw, it can be
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assumed that

lnSw ∼ lnSw,eq = Hc (6)

and Eq. (4) can be approximated by

rgerm=
2σis

ρiceLef
m ln

(
273.15

T
Sw

)[RT/(MwLef
m)]

−
2σsa
rd

. (7)

In the presence of water, i.e. ifSw ≥ 1, the ambient supersat-
urationSw deviates substantially fromSw,eqand Eq. (7) is not
valid. For such situations, the explicit expression in Eq. (4) is
used.

Thus, the probabilityP that a particle freezes within a
given timet is influenced byθ in the exponential term1Fcr
in Eq. (1)

P1θ = 1− exp(−J t) (8)

2.1.2 θPDF scheme

Since the freezing ability of IN is a function ofsurfaceprop-
erties (σi,s andθ , in Eq. 3), identicalbulk composition of IN
might not translate to the same freezing behavior of parti-
cles within an IN population. It has been suggested that IN
populations are externally mixed with respect to their surface
properties (Fig. 1b) since observed differences in freezing be-
havior of equally-sized particles cannot be fully explained
by stochastic processes of identical surfaces (Marcolli et al.,
2007). The freezing probability of a particle within such a
population ofN particles is a weighted average of the freez-
ing probabilities of all individual particles

PθPDF =
1

N

∑N

i
Pi . (9)

Such an external mixture of particles implies that particles
with the smallestθ are the most likely to freeze. Data from
immersion and deposition freezing experiments have shown
that the probability density function (PDF) ofθ over the
particle population can be described by lognormal distribu-
tions (Lüönd et al., 2010; Kulkarni et al., 2012; Wheeler and
Bertram, 2012).

2.1.3 Internally-mixed soccer ball scheme (soccer (int))

While both the 1θ and theθPDF scheme describe the sur-
face of each particle with a singleθ , images of IN show
surfaces that are not smooth and uniform but exhibit numer-
ous possible nucleating sites (cracks, imperfections, crystal
structure, etc.; e.g., Kumai, 1951; Bryant et al., 1959; Fukuta,
1966; Kulkarni and Dobbie, 2010). This diversity suggests
that each IN might exhibit numerous nucleation sites which
comprise a distribution of contact angles.

Niedermeier et al. (2011) introduced the term “soccer
balls” for particles with multiple nucleation sites, to reflect
the patches that make up the surface of a soccer ball. The

simplest soccer ball scheme assumes that all particles within
a population have the same distribution of contact angles
throughout their surfaces; thus, particles are identical and ap-
pear to beinternally mixed(“int”) with respect to the surface
characteristics that determine ice nucleation (Fig. 1c). The
overall freezing probability of a particle withn nucleation
sites is the product of the individual freezing probabilities of
each nucleation sitej , weighted by the fractionSj a single
nucleation site covers on the total particle surface

Psocint= 1−

n∏
j

[
exp

(
−JjSj t

)]
(10)

AsJ depends exponentially on1Fcr, which includesθ in the
geometric factorf (m,x) (Eq. 3), the relative impact of a nu-
cleation sitej with a smallθ j on Jj in the exponential term
in Eq. (10) will tend to be greater than the weighting factor
Sj . Thus, a single nucleation site can dominate the overall
freezing probabilityPsocint if θ j (and/orSj ) are sufficiently
low.

2.1.4 Externally-mixed soccer ball scheme (soccer (ext))

Both theθPDF and the soccer (int) scheme are idealized rep-
resentations ofθ distributions associated with IN populations
since they assume particles with identical surface properties.
A more realistic description represents the combination of
these two schemes as it is likely that statisticalθ distributions
extend over the total surface area of an aerosol population
rather than being confined to a single particle. Thus, parti-
cles areexternally mixed(“ext”) soccer balls with respect to
their θ distributions (Fig. 1d). Such distributions have been
referred to as active site distributions (Marcolli et al., 2007;
Welti et al., 2012) or probability dispersion functions (Bara-
hona, 2012).

The freezing probability of a population ofN different
particles that each haven nucleation sites can be described
by a combination of Eqs. (9) and (10). Lüönd et al. (2010)
have shown that the surface density of nucleation sites can be
fit to an exponential expression with very few relatively low
contact angles and a nearly uniformθ distribution towards
higher values (bottom panel of Fig. 1d). A surface-density
dependentθ distribution over the surface of an IN popula-
tion could explain higher IN efficiency for larger particles as
they likely have a greater number of nucleation sites and a
statistically higher probability of freezing, exceeding the in-
crease inP that is predicted due to IN size based on CNT
(Eq. 1) (Welti et al., 2009). Niedermeier et al. (2011) have
shown that the increase inn on a single particle can explain
the transition from stochastic to apparently singular freezing
behavior since statistically the abundance of efficient nucle-
ation sites increases. These findings are in qualitative agree-
ment with those by Fletcher (1958) who showed a strong
size-dependence of freezing ability of particles smaller than
∼ 100 nm whereas this dependence is significantly reduced
at larger sizes.
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2.1.5 Deterministic scheme

Laboratory studies often report the number of frozen parti-
cles integrated over aT range as a function of the density
of active sites (e.g., Vali, 2008; Connolly et al., 2009; Nie-
dermeier et al., 2010; Alpert et al., 2011). Such a cumulative
activation spectrum has been described as (e.g., Vali, 1971,
1994)

k (T ) =
1

V · N(T )

dN

dT
(11)

V volume of unfrozen particles
N(T ) number of unfrozen particles

Such functions imply that particle surfaces are character-
ized by specific sites that unambiguously freeze at a certain
T . Lüönd et al. (2010) showed that the freezing behavior of
kaolinite particles immersed in droplets can be described by

Ffr = 1− exp[−SINA1(T + A2)
2
] (12)

below a temperature threshold−A2 [◦C], and Ffr = 0 at
higher temperatures. Since this relationship was derived
for conditions where immersion freezing occurs (Sw > 1) it
might not be applicable to condensation freezing (Sw < 1).

A dependence of the number of frozen particles onT has
been observed in the atmosphere. Based on such observa-
tions, empirical expressions have been developed that deter-
ministically predictNice (Fletcher, 1969; Cotton et al., 1986;
Meyers et al., 1992). Such parameterizations often do not in-
clude any constraint on the totalNice, i.e., they are not limited
by the number of potential IN that exist in an aerosol popu-
lation as opposed to laboratory studies where this number is
constrained by the sample size in the ice chamber. The need
for such constraints onNIN has been discussed in detail in
recent studies (e.g., Phillips et al., 2008; Eidhammer et al.,
2009).

2.2 Description of the box model

Lüönd et al. (2010) performed experiments of immersion
freezing of kaolinite particles in an ice chamber where par-
ticles had a residence time of∼ 14 s at constant temperature
and supersaturation. They presentedFfr as a function ofT
for experiments in a range of 237.5 K< T < 241.0 K. In or-
der to parameterize the observed freezing behavior, they fit-
ted different nucleation schemes (Fig. 1a, b, c, e) to the ex-
perimental results and demonstrated that with the derived fit
parameters all schemes predictFfr very similar to each other
and to the experimental data.

In order to anchor our simulations in the realism of labora-
tory experiments, we perform box model studies that closely
mimic the simulations by L̈uönd et al. (2010) using their dif-
ferent nucleation schemes. For the externally mixed schemes
(θPDF and soccer(ext)), we assume 20 different particles for
all model simulations. The distribution of randomly-selected

nucleation sites on particle surfaces is assumed to include
80 (soccer(int)) or 50 (soccer(ext) different contact angles on
each particle surface. These selections represent the distribu-
tions in the bottom panel of Fig. 1 reasonably well, and are
summarized in Table 1.

The box model describes in detail the activation of
monodisperse aerosol particles to droplets using Köhler the-
ory over a range of relative humidity with respect to water,
99 %< RHw < 100.2 %. After an initialization period (1 s),
RHw is kept constant at supersaturated conditions (supersat-
uration with respect to water,Sw = 0.2 %) in order to pre-
vent droplets from evaporating and to allow formation of ice
particles through immersion freezing. Simulations are per-
formed at 12 temperatures, constant over the simulation time,
in the same range as the laboratory experiments by Lüönd et
al. (2010). The temperature together with the constantSw de-
terminesSice in each simulation.

Limitations of the experimental setups do not allow con-
tinuing laboratory experiments for times much beyond the
initial nucleation events owing to the rapid decline ofSice
by efficient water vapor deposition on the newly formed ice
particles (L̈uönd et al., 2010; Wheeler and Bertram, 2012).
However, the box model allows us to explore numerically the
temporal evolution of predictedFfr beyond the initial freez-
ing events using the various nucleation schemes described in
Sect. 2.1.

2.3 Description of the adiabatic parcel model

In contrast to the box model simulations where temperature,
Sw, andSice are constant, the cloud parcel model simulates
the dynamical feedbacks on the supersaturation field as a re-
sult of the source due to the cooling rate (∝ constant updraft
velocity w), and sinks by the water vapor condensation onto
growing aerosol particles, droplets and deposition on ice par-
ticles:

dSice

dt
∝

dSw

dt
= C · w︸ ︷︷ ︸

Cooling

− ϕ1
dLWC

dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
Condensation

−ϕ2
dIWC

dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
Deposition

, (13)

whereC, ϕ1, ϕ2 are well-known functions of temperature,
pressure and ambient supersaturation, and LWC and IWC
represent the liquid (i.e., water on droplets and aerosol par-
ticles) and ice water contents [g kg−1], respectively. Time-
dependent differential equations describing the change in
state variables and the growth of haze particles, droplets and
ice particles are solved simultaneously. Other than at the ini-
tial conditions, haze particles are not assumed to be at their
equilibrium sizes.

Simulations are performed for constantw and consider a
single ascent of an air parcel for 300 m. Thus, particles are al-
ways in a deliquesced state as they are exposed to conditions
where 0.8 < Sw <∼ 1 with the lower limit only achieved in
situations where ice growth represents an efficient sink for
water vapor (Bergeron-Findeisen process).

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/5807/2012/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 5807–5826, 2012
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Table 1. Parameters to describe contact angle (θ ) distributions for the different nucleation schemes as used in the box and parcel models.
Note for both the box and the parcel models the sameθ selections were used.

Model Number of
nucleation
sites/particle
(n)

Number of
different
particles
(N)

Meanθ Standard
deviation of
PDFσ

f (θ) = b·

exp
(

−b1
θ−b2

)∗∗
Ffr = f (A1, A2, T )
Eq. (12)

Kaolinite∗

1θ 1 1 88.8◦ – – –
θPDF – 20 92◦ 0.089 – –
Soccer (int) 80 1 – – b = 0.010455

b1 = −9.647
b2 = 0.0922

–

Soccer (ext) 50 20 – – –
Deterministic 1 1 – – – A1 = 2.405× 107 cm−2

A2 = 31.58◦C

T1: 256.5 K> T > 253.4 K

1θ 1 1 52.5◦ – –
Deterministic 1 1 – – – A1 = 3× 107 cm−2

A2 = 16.5◦C

T2: 262.5 K> T > 260.25 K

1θ 1 1 40◦ – –
Deterministic 1 1 – – – A1 = 3× 107 cm−2

A2 = 10.5◦C

∗ Based on L̈uönd et al. (2010). Small deviations of the listed parameters as compared to the original once were introduced in order to predict a frozen fraction of 50 %
at 240 K.
∗∗ Unlike Lüönd et al. (2010), who fitted the surface density of nucleation sites [m−2], our parameters directly give the probability of a contact angleθ in theθ

distribution on a particle surface for both soccer ball schemes.

The model using the 1θ scheme has been previously de-
scribed in detail (Ervens et al., 2011). In brief, particles are
treated on a moving size grid with the initial size determined
by the discrete aerosol particle mass at that grid point. Cloud
droplets form on a population of cloud condensation nuclei
(CCN), composed of ammonium sulfate and insoluble ma-
terial, in 11 size classes with a lognormal size distribution
(σg = 1.4, rg = 0.04 µm; 0.02 µm< DCCN < 2 µm; NCCN =

100 cm−3). We assume that a small fraction of these CCN
can act as IN (4 l−1/100 cm−3

= 4× 10−5 or 1 l−1/100 cm−3

for calculations at higher temperature).
Observed IN concentrations at these temperatures might

be much higher (≤ 100 l−1) (DeMott et al., 2010), but com-
prise only a small fraction of observed dust concentrations
(e.g., Penner et al., 2009; Hoose et al., 2010). However, par-
cel model simulations have shown that IN concentrations
of ∼ 10 l−1 < NIN < 500 l−1 lead to the immediate glacia-
tion of clouds (Eidhammer et al., 2009; Ervens et al., 2011),
which contradicts observations of persistent mixed-phase
clouds. The presence of higher IN concentrations in the at-
mosphere might be due to the separation of the two phases by
precipitation of ice particles, which would limit the influence
of the Bergeron-Findeisen process, or result from other self-
regulating mechanisms (e.g., Harrington et al., 1999; Mor-

rison et al., 2005, 2012). Since the parcel model does not
include these additional processes, the sensitivity of IN con-
centration to the onset of cloud glaciation might be over-
estimated. Therefore, in order to explore the impact of dif-
ferent nucleation schemes in the mixed-phase cloud system,
we chose the maximum IN concentrations in a way that the
model predicts the coexistence of liquid and ice phases. In a
first set of parcel model simulations, it is assumed that only
a fraction of a single CCN size class (DCCN = 800 nm) act
as ice nuclei with a concentration ofNIN = 4 l−1; freezing
of droplets formed on other particle sizes and ice nucleation
by contact or deposition freezing are not considered. Simu-
lations of monodisperse IN allow us to compare the parcel
model results (Sect. 4.1) to the laboratory-based box model
studies (Sect. 3). In a second set of simulations, a polydis-
perse IN distribution is assumed, where a fraction of all CCN
size classes can act as IN, yielding the same total IN number
concentration (Sect. 4.2).

Building on our previous study where we explored system-
atically the effects of various parameters (NIN , NCCN, w, ice
particle habits) on the ice/liquid partitioning in mixed-phase
clouds (Ervens et al., 2011), we restrict our analysis here to
some selected conditions in order to highlight the sensitiv-
ities of Nice and IWC to the different nucleation schemes.

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 5807–5826, 2012 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/5807/2012/
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In the analysis of the model results, we discuss the differ-
ences in the predicted frozen fraction from the different nu-
cleation schemes. Here, the fractions are always related to
the (arbitrarily chosen), total number concentration of IN
(NIN = 4 l−1 or NIN = 1 l−1, respectively). We point out that
this model framework was not set up to predict realistic am-
bientNice concentrations, but rather to explore microphysical
feedbacks in mixed-phase clouds, and to examine sensitivi-
ties to freezing onset in terms of different IN properties.

The nucleation schemes are the same as those used as in
the box model, and the same random selection of contact an-
gles is sampled from the PDFs of the soccer ball andθPDF
schemes (Fig. 1; Table 1). Since the freezing probability gen-
erated by any scheme leads to an unmanageable number of
ice classes during the course of the simulation, a more com-
putationally efficient method is to establish a new ice size
class when a discrete percentage (2.5 % for the simulations
in this study) of a particle class, characterized byDIN and
θ , is predicted to freeze. The choice of the relatively broad
probability bin width can on occasion generate stepwise re-
sults at small time scales but the overall results are unchanged
(Sect. 4.1). The description of the growth of ice particle in-
cludes the temperature-dependent evolution of their primary
habits (Chen and Lamb, 1994; Sulia and Harrington, 2011).
The parcel model simulations are initialized atT = 241 K
and RHw = 99 %, guided by the experimental conditions for
which the nucleation schemes were derived. The simulations
are chosen such that the parcel reaches the conditions as in
the box model (Sect. 3.1) shortly after initialization. This pro-
vides the framework to explore the extent to whichNice evo-
lution diverges over a wider range of temperatures during the
evolution of drops and ice particles in a varying supersatura-
tion field.

The freezing of IN that are immersed in a droplet or
haze particle follows the description by Khvorostyanov and
Curry (2004) and includes both immersion and condensa-
tion (deliquescence) freezing (Eqs. 1–7) since CNT treats the
continuum of all supersaturation regimes. This approach al-
lows stochastic ice nucleation under both subsaturated and
supersaturated conditions with respect to water. The deter-
ministic approach (Eq. 12) has been derived for conditions
where kaolinite particles were immersed in water droplets.
Thus, the only freezing mode occurring during the experi-
ments was immersion freezing. Condensation freezing is de-
pendent on the equilibrium supersaturation, and expressions
such as Eq. (12) that were derived under non-equilbrium
conditions atSw > 1 may not be extrapolated to subsatu-
rated conditions. Therefore, in our model studies, we assume
Ffr = 0 in the deterministic scheme whenSw < 1, i.e. below
cloud base, and near cloud top if the water vapor supply is
efficiently reduced by ice particle growth.
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Figure 2. Predicted frozen fraction Ffr as a function of temperature from box model calculations 2 

and experimental data by Lüönd et al., (2010) after 14 s simulation time and at Sw = 0.2%.  3 

Fig. 2. Predicted frozen fractionFfr as a function of temperature
from box model calculations and experimental data by Lüönd et
al. (2010) after 14 s simulation time and atSw = 0.2 %.

3 Box model results

3.1 Agreement of nucleation schemes with laboratory
studies

We reproduced the calculations by Lüönd et al. (2010) to fit
their experimental data using one of their selected particle
sizes (DIN = 800 nm), albeit with slightly different param-
eters to describe theθ distributions by the stochastic mod-
els. These parameters, together with the assumed number
of different θ in the θPDF scheme and nucleation sites in
the soccer ball schemes are summarized in Table 1. A slight
shift in freezing temperature andFfr can be easily achieved
by different random selections of contact angles even if the
overall θ distribution is described by the same fit parame-
ters. We note that the exact match between our parameters
and those by L̈uönd et al. (2010) for the different nucleation
schemes is not of critical importance for the following anal-
ysis, but our discussion will instead build on the fact that
all schemes predict similarFfr over a temperature range of
237.5 K< T < 241.0 K, in agreement with the original ex-
perimental data (Fig. 2). Each point marks a single simula-
tion of 14 s duration.

The conditions under which all schemes predict identical
Ffr (50 % atT = 240 K andSice = 38.1 %) are used as initial
conditions for additional box model simulations to explore
the temporal evolution ofFfr (t ≤ 200 s). Even though af-
ter 14 s all five schemes showFfr = 50 % forDIN = 800 nm
(solid lines in Fig. 3), the slopes of the individual lines are
different, affecting the evolution ofFfr at longer times. By
definition, the deterministic scheme does not show any time
dependence and appears as a horizontal line. The 1θ and the
soccer (int) schemes show nearly identicalFfr . This behavior
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Fig. 3. Box model results for constant temperature and supersaturation.(a) Variation of the ice nuclei diameterDIN (T = 240 K, Sice =

38.1 %;Sw = 0.2 %); (b) Variation of temperature andSice (DIN = 800 nm,Sw = 0.2 %).

can be explained if

P1θ ∼ Psocint (14)

i.e., if the overall nucleation rates in Eqs. (8) and (10) are
approximately equal:

J1θ t ∼

n∑
j

(
JjSj t

)
(15)

The distribution in the soccer (int) scheme exhibits a few
smallθ that are lower (θsocint,min = 75◦) than the single value
in the 1θ scheme (θ1θ = 88.8◦); the majority of the contact
angles are larger than this single value. Largeθ do not con-
tribute significantly toPsocint and, thus, the sum of (JjSj t)

is mostly dominated by contributions by the smallest contact
angles. It is obvious that for differentθ distributions and/or
selections, the singleθ that represents best the freezing be-
havior of these distributions will be different.

3.2 Impact of IN diameter DIN on frozen fraction Ffr

According to Eq. (1),J is directly proportional to the IN sur-
face area (D2

IN) and a complex function ofDIN in the calcu-
lation ofrgerm(Eq. 4). Thus, varying the IN size while all else
is equal leads to different freezing probabilities. For simplic-
ity, we assume here that the number of nucleation sites is the
same on small and large particles. This approach implies that
the size of the nucleation sites increases with IN size. While
there is no physical basis for this assumption, and it might be
more reasonable to scale the number of nucleation sites with

particle surface, such a treatment would add more complex-
ity to our conceptual model analysis since the IN ability of
larger particles would increase not only due to size but also
due to a statistically larger variety of nucleation sites.

ForDIN = 1600 nm, the 1θ , and both soccer ball schemes
predict Ffr ∼ 100 % after a few seconds (dashed lines in
Fig. 3a). Such rapid, i.e. (nearly) time-independent freezing
of all particles within a very short time has been interpreted
as apparent singular freezing behavior (Niedermeier et al.,
2011). The very highFfr for largeDIN results in very small
absolute and relative differences between the schemes. For
smallerDIN (400 nm), all five schemes lead to smallerFfr
(dotted lines in Fig. 3a). As a result, the relative spread inFfr
for DIN = 400 nm amongst the five schemes is larger, and
Ffr differs by more than a factor of four after 200 s, from
Ffr ∼ 18 % (deterministic) toFfr ∼ 80 % (1θ and soccer (int)
schemes).

3.3 Variation of temperature and Sice

A reduction in temperature leads to higher supersaturation
(Sice) if Sw = const= 0.2 %, andJ increases exponentially
with decreasing temperature (Eq. 1). Model results for the
narrow range of 238.8 K< T < 240 K and 39.7 %> Sice >

38.1 % (DIN = 800 nm) exhibit very similar trends (Fig. 3b)
as compared to those achieved by varyingDIN .

The results in Fig. 3 show that only for the specific con-
ditions near the cross-over point in Fig. 2, do the differ-
ent freezing schemes predict identicalFfr . Thus, we cau-
tion against extrapolating the general agreement of all five
schemes at prescribed laboratory conditions to a wider range
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of conditions. These simple box model simulations for well-
constrained conditions, i.e. time-invariant temperature,Sice
andSw, suggest a potentially significant sensitivity ofFfr to
nucleation scheme in a continuously cooling air parcel expe-
riencing temporal evolution of temperature and supersatura-
tion. The extent to which this is true is investigated in Sect. 4.

4 Parcel model results

4.1 Monodisperse IN

4.1.1 Variation of updraft velocity

The relative strength and time-dependence of cooling and
condensation/deposition terms in Eq. (13) determine the ver-
tical (or equivalently temporal) profile ofSw andSice. While
condensation freezing can occur at subsaturated conditions
(RHw < 100 %), immersion freezing requires the formation
of droplets or sufficiently dilute particles prior to ice nucle-
ation, i.e.,Sw has to remain sufficiently high throughout the
cloud in order to prevent droplets from evaporating. Since
the model includes both condensation and immersion freez-
ing, ice nucleation can continue if droplets evaporate as the
remaining haze particles can form ice by condensation freez-
ing if S remains sufficiently high and the size of the ice
germ exceeds the required threshold value (Khvorostyanov
and Curry, 2000).

Figure 4a shows the vertical evolution ofNice as predicted
by the five nucleation schemes for a cloud of 300 m depth in
an air parcel rising withw = 50 cm s−1. Similar to the box
model results, theθPDF model leads to smallerNice than the
other stochastic models since only IN with sufficiently lowθ

form ice; the probability that such lowθ are abundant on IN
with multiple nucleation sites is much greater and thusFfr is
nearly 100 % (related to the a priori set maximum IN con-
centrationNIN = 4 l−1) for the soccer ball schemes. The fact
that the 1θ scheme also showsFfr ∼ 100 % in the lower parts
of the cloud demonstrates that the singleθ is sufficiently low
to allow efficient freezing of all IN (DIN = 800 nm). In fact,
closer inspection of results shows that the source of these
ice particles can be partially ascribed to condensation freez-
ing below the critical supersaturation of CCN. All stochastic
schemes predict very rapid nucleation of a largeNIN frac-
tion near cloud base where the low temperature and suffi-
ciently high supply of water vapor allow nucleation of IN
with relatively lowθ . As already suggested by the box model
studies, the range ofNice predicted by stochastic schemes is
bounded by theθPDF scheme for the smallest values and
the 1θ and the soccer (int) scheme that predict the fastest
and most efficient ice formation. The soccer (ext) scheme,
which is likely the most realistic representation of IN sur-
face properties, showsNice in between these two limits. We
note that the two soccer ball schemes might tend to converge
if a higher number of nucleation sites on each particle sur-

face were assumed, since the probability that particles in-
clude one of the rare “good nucleation sites” (lowθ ) would
increase. An “infinite” number of nucleation sites on all par-
ticles would lead to apparently singular freezing behavior
(Niedermeier et al., 2011). However, since laboratory exper-
iments could only be explained by different distributions of
surface properties on particles within a population (Marcolli
et al., 2007; Vali, 2008; Kulkarni et al., 2012), an external
mixture with distinctly different contact angle distributions
would seem an appropriate choice to represent the variability
of surface properties.

Nice predicted based on the deterministic scheme reflects
the continuous cooling rate of the air parcel during its as-
cent through the cloud (Sw > 1). The evolution of IWC for
the same simulation (Fig. 4b) can be explained by the trends
in Nice: ice particles that nucleate near cloud base have the
longest growth times. The gradual increase inNice predicted
by the deterministic scheme leads to the smallest IWC since
relatively few ice particles start growing near cloud base. The
ice size distribution in theθPDF scheme comprises about
0.5 l−1 large particles that formed near cloud base; even
though the finalNice is smaller in theθPDF scheme, these
early-nucleated particles lead to a similar IWC as compared
to the 1θ and the soccer (int) schemes; in the latter cases
the ice nucleation events occurred more gradually between
∼ 20 m and 50 m resulting in similar growth time scales and
ice particle sizes. Thus, the agreement in IWC amongst the
stochastic schemes is related to a combination ofNice and the
duration of growth.

The amount of liquid water greatly dominates the total
condensate, and the condensation term presents the most
significant sink for supersaturation (Eq. 13). The IWC (∼

0.003 g kg−1 at h = 300 m) in all simulations represents
less than∼ 6 % of the total condensate, (IWC + LWC)∼
0.05 g kg−1. Under such conditions, the LWC is not affected
by the ice phase and the water vapor supply allows both
droplets and ice particles to grow independently of one other
(Ervens et al., 2011).

At smaller updraft velocities (w = 10 cm s−1), the cool-
ing term is smaller causing a lower maximum supersatu-
ration near cloud base (Sw,max = 0.8 %; Sice,max = 38 % at
h = 25 m; as opposed toSw,max = 2.3 %, Sice,max = 40.3 %
at h = 60 m for w = 50 cm s−1). With a weakerS source
term, the condensation sink to droplets plays a commensu-
rately larger role in regulatingSw andSice (Eq. 13). In gen-
eral, the trend in the divergence ofNice between the different
schemes is similar to the box model results (Fig. 3) that show
a greater divergence and time-dependence for the stochastic
schemes at lowSice(∝ low w). All IWCs are greater for low
w and, in contrast toNice, more similar to each other than for
high w at a given height (Fig. 4b and d) because the lower
w implies longer growth times for particles, considering an
equivalent cloud depth. The similar trends ofNice and IWC
between the schemes at any givenw suggest that ice growth
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Figure 4. Parcel model results using the five schemes as described in Figure 1 and Table 1.  2 
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The stepwise behavior in the increase of Nice for the stochastic schemes is due to the probability 9 
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Fig. 4. Parcel model results using the five schemes as described in Fig. 1 and Table 1.(a, c, e)Evolution ofNice for an IN population with
NIN = 4 l−1 for three different updraft velocities (w = 50 cm s−1, 10 cm s−1, 2 cm s−1) and a cloud depth of 300 m (238.2 K< T < 241 K).
(b, d, f) Ice water content IWC for the five nucleation schemes. The LWC in(b, d) is approximately the same for all schemes since the liquid
phase is not significantly impacted by the ice phase. The dashed lines in(f) denote the liquid water content (LWC). The inset shows a zoom
of the grey box. The stepwise behavior in the increase ofNice for the stochastic schemes is due to the probability steps we assume in order
to avoid a high number of ice particle classes in the simulations (Sect. 2.3).

rates might be comparable and thus average particle sizes are
similar.

The differences in vertical temperature profiles are small
becausew dominates the cooling rate and differences in
latent heating associated with condensation/deposition are
small. Thus the evolution ofNice in Fig. 4a and c are al-
most identical for the deterministic scheme, which does not
take into account any feedbacks of supersaturation onNice
(Eq. 12). Since at lower updraft velocitySw > 1 is reached
at slightly higher altitudes in the cloud, the first immersion

freezing events occur somewhat later. However, since above
this threshold the frozen fraction is dependent on temperature
and only weakly on droplet radius, both simulations predict
the sameNice evolution. Unlike in the box model studies,
the deterministic scheme in the parcel model predicts sim-
ilar Nice to the stochastic schemes (at cloud top) under the
conditions in the current simulations.

Note that we have presented all model results at the same
cloud thickness; however, ambient observations show that
thinner clouds are usually observed in low-updraft regimes.
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Fig. 5. Saturationsatand supersaturationS [%] with respect to(a, b) water and(c, d) ice for the simulations in Fig. 4e, f (w = 2 cm s−1).
They grey boxes in(a, c)are enlarged in(b) and(d), respectively, in order to show details of the maximum supersaturation near cloud base
where initial ice nucleation occurs.

If one considers similar growthtimes, IWC is significantly
smaller at the loww (e.g., compare IWC at 300 m forw =

50 cm s−1 to IWC at 60 m forw = 10 cm s−1) because of the
lowerNice .

4.1.2 Initiation of the Bergeron-Findeisen process

It has been discussed previously that low updrafts provide
conditions in mixed-phase clouds that weaken the stability
of the liquid phase asSw is not sufficiently high to main-
tain continuous droplet growth (Korolev and Isaac, 2003; Er-
vens et al., 2011). Ice particles will grow at the expense of
the droplets (Bergeron-Findeisen process) resulting in fully
glaciated clouds.

The 1θ and the soccer ball schemes predictNice ∼ 3 l−1

aboveh ∼ 150 m at very low updraft velocity (w = 2 cm s−1)

(Fig. 4e). In contrast to conditions of higherS (higherw), at
low w far fewer CCN are activated into droplets, resulting
in a smaller condensation term and thus a relatively larger
impact of vapor deposition onS. The θPDF scheme initi-
ates ice nucleation near cloud base (Nice ∼ 0.6 l−1); these
ice particles limit the maximum supersaturation and thus fur-
ther nucleation events.Sice and Sw reach lower maximum
values and peak higher in the cloud as compared to the
other schemes (Fig. 5a with zoom of the region near cloud
base in Fig. 5b). Ice nucleation requires the formation of an
ice germ above a threshold size; this critical germ size in-

creases with decreasingS (increasingT ) which causes less
efficient nucleation (Khvorostyanov and Curry, 2000, 2004;
Curry and Khvorostyanov, 2012). Since condensation freez-
ing is strongly dependent onSw,eq, the efficient consumption
of water vapor by the growing ice particles prevents addi-
tional freezing events by increasingrgerm and thusNice re-
mains constant despite relatively lowT as soon asS de-
creases (vertical lines in Fig. 4e above 100 m). Since the
droplets are evaporating and converted into deliquesced par-
ticles, Eq. (12) is no longer applicable andNice predicted
by the deterministic scheme also ceases to increase. The de-
crease inSice (Fig. 5c and d) is not as significant as that forSw
and the cloud always remains supersaturated with respect to
ice. The evaporating droplets decrease the LWC and provide
an additional source of water vapor for the further growth of
ice particles, which explains the continuous increase in IWC
(Fig. 4f).

Nice andSw from the deterministic andθPDF schemes are
similar to each other near cloud base; their early onset of
freezing results in particles that have a distinct impact onS.
Since the deterministic scheme does not take into account
any feedbacks ofS on ice nucleation,Nice and IWC con-
tinue to increase, with commensurate influence on LWC loss
(Fig. 4f, inset). In contrast,Nice asymptotes at about 100 m
in theθPDF scheme. For the other stochastic schemes, nucle-
ation is delayed relative to theθPDF scheme. This leads to
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shorter growth time and smaller ice particles, which allows
supersaturation to reach larger values higher in the cloud, and
the liquid phase to persist longer (inset, Fig. 4f).

The initiation of the Bergeron-Findeisen process is closely
linked to the stability and lifetime of mixed-phase clouds.
Even though the parcel model is limited in its ability to
simulate cloud stability and lifetime effects in detail due
to its simplistic treatment of dynamic processes, it can be
concluded that under conditions where the ice and liquid
phases significantly impact supersaturation (and vice versa),
detailed knowledge of the duration of ice nucleation events
over a given temperature range is required to correctly pre-
dict mixed-phase cloud properties.

The different updraft regimes explored here represent
three different scenarios in terms of impacts on cloud evolu-
tion. (i) The strong cooling rate atw = 50 cm s−1 generates a
supersaturation in excess of a threshold supersaturation that
is required to nucleate ice on nearly all IN at very short time
scales. Thus, under such conditions detailed knowledge of
θ distributions is likely less critical. (ii) The supersaturation
profile at w = 10 cm s−1 covers the range of the onset su-
persaturations for theθ ranges throughout the IN population.
Thus, subtle differences inθ (distributions) on IN translate
into differentNice. Under those conditions, different nucle-
ation schemes will lead to different ice nucleation spectra
(Nice = f (S,T )) (Barahona, 2012). (iii) While in the latter
two regimes there is very little impact of IWC onS, at very
low updraft (w = 2 cm s−1), the differences inNice associ-
ated with the different temperature ranges over which nu-
cleation occurs can impact cloud phase distribution due to
significant feedback of IWC onS.

4.1.3 Considerations on the temperature range of
nucleation events

Temperature dependence of ice habit formation

The nucleation schemes predict different temperature ranges
over which nucleation events occur. While many nu-
cleation events are predicted almost synchronously by
the stochastic models over a narrow temperature range
(w = 50 cm s−1, h < 50 m, 240.5 K< T < 241.0 K; andw =

2 cm s−1, h < 150 m, 239.5 K< T < 241.0 K), the determin-
istic scheme predicts nucleation throughout the depth of the
cloud for allw (237.7 K< T < 241.0 K). The rapid increase
in Nice from IN populations with a singleθ over such nar-
row temperature ranges has been compared to temperature-
dependent trends of ice particles in the atmosphere and it has
been concluded that only wider distributions of temperatures
of the onset of freezing can explain these observations (Eid-
hammer et al., 2009; Welti et al., 2012).

In general, the temperature at which ice nucleation oc-
curs determines the initial ice particle shape which is de-
scribed by the inherent growth0 ratio of the ice particle
and is equal to the ratio of the water vapor condensation
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kaolinite nucleate ice and (ii) other IN are expected to nucleate ice (T1, T2). The blue and green 6 
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Fig. 6. Inherent growth ratio0 as a function of temperature (adapted
from Chen and Lamb, 1994). The notation “columns, spheres,
plates” refers to the shape the particle would attain if it were nucle-
ated and grown primarily within that temperature range. The grey
horizontal lines show temperature regimes for simulations where
(i) IN composed of kaolinite nucleate ice and (ii) other IN are ex-
pected to nucleate ice (T1, T2). The blue and green shading within
T1 and T2 marks the range where nucleation occurs if the 1θ or the
deterministic schemes, is applied, respectively.

coefficients along the basal (c) and prism (a) axes (Hal-
lett and Mason, 1958; Chen and Lamb, 1994; Lamb and
Verlinde, 2011). At the temperature range relevant for im-
mersion/condensation freezing of kaolinite (T ∼ 243 K), 0

is near unity, i.e. ice particles are approximately spherical
(Fig. 6). At higher temperatures,0 might differ significantly
from unity and strongly impact the evolution of the aspect
ratio (ϕ = c/a) of an ice particle that develops from the ini-
tial geometry, prescribed by0, towards a geometry as pre-
dicted at a given temperature. Such more extreme habits re-
sult in highly nonlinear growth rates of ice particles in differ-
ent temperature regimes since non-spherical particles grow
faster than spheres of the same mass (Mason, 1953; Taka-
hashi et al., 1991). Atmospheric observations reveal that ice
is sometimes formed at habit-prone temperatures and model
studies have shown the need of the detailed description of ice
growth rates as they significantly affect the phase partition-
ing in mixed-phase clouds (Avramov and Harrington, 2010;
Sulia and Harrington, 2011). Ice nucleation at such tempera-
tures implies the presence of more efficient IN than kaolinite,
such as biological particles (Schnell and Vali, 1976; Christ-
ner et al., 2008) or other types of dust (Roberts and Hallett,
1968; DeMott et al., 2003; M̈ohler et al., 2006).
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Fig. 7. Evolution of the ice number concentrationNice of an IN population withNIN = 1 l−1 and ice water content IWC for heterogeneous
freezing in temperature regime T1(a, b) and T2(c, d) as marked in Fig. 6. For the two temperature regimes, different parameter sets (θ , A1,
A2) were applied (Table 1).

Model studies at higher temperatures (T1 and T2)

The temperature range of freezing of kaolinite particles as
determined by L̈uönd et al. (2010) is near the threshold of
homogenous freezing. Many laboratory studies and obser-
vations have shown that heterogeneous freezing occurs at
higher temperatures (e.g., DeMott et al., 2003; McFarquhar
et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2008; Niemand et al., 2012; Pinti
et al., 2012). However, for IN freezing at these higher tem-
peratures a consistent set of parameters for all five schemes
as derived for kaolinite is not available. Notwithstanding the
lack of such data sets from laboratory experiments for IN that
nucleate ice at∼ 253 K< T <∼ 263 K, in the following, we
explore effects of nonlinear growth rates onNice and IWC
of ice particles nucleated at these temperatures. These sim-
ulations demonstrate effects in a more conceptual way and
add other potential aspects that could lead to convergence
or divergence in predicted cloud properties due to different
temperature ranges of ice nucleation. We have chosen two
temperature ranges (T1 and T2) that are again covered by an
air parcel rising for 300 m in such a way that with decreasing
T , 0 approaches unity in the former, and shows the opposite
trend in the latter (Fig. 6). We limit this analysis to the 1θ

and deterministic schemes and adjust the two parameter sets
(θ , A1, A2, Table 1) for the temperature regimes T1 and T2,
respectively, in order to predict first nucleation events at the

same height in the cloud and temporal evolution ofNice as
for the results discussed for kaolinite (Fig. 4). Model con-
ditions are chosen such that the Bergeron-Findeisen process
does not occur (NIN = 1 l−1, w = 10 cm s−1) in order to ex-
clude nonlinear increases in IWC due to rapid changes in
phase partitioning.

Similar to the findings in Fig. 4, in T1 most nucleation
events predicted by the 1θ scheme occur near cloud base
whereas continuous ice nucleation is predicted over the depth
of the cloud for the deterministic scheme (Fig. 7a). The re-
sulting IWCs differ by a factor of∼ 4 (h = 300 m) between
the two schemes (Fig. 7b). The evolution ofNice in the tem-
perature regime T2 is very similar to that in T1 (Fig. 7c), as
pre-determined by the parameter setsθ andA2 for the re-
spective temperature range (Table 1). However, the resulting
IWC from the two schemes are much more similar in T2 and
only differ by a factor of two (Fig. 7d). The reason lies in
the behavior of0 in the two different temperature regimes
and the different temperaturerangesover which freezing oc-
curs. For the higher temperature T2, the 1θ scheme predicts
freezing occurring over a very narrow temperature range
with an initial inherent growth ratio0 ∼ 0.7 (blue shading
in Fig. 6). For the deterministic model freezing occurs over
a much larger temperature range (green shading) with0 be-
coming progressivelysmaller than 0.7. Such particles with
smaller initial0 are less spherical and grow faster than the
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high number of particles that are predicted by the 1θ scheme
to freeze near cloud base (T ∼ 263 K; 0 ∼ 0.7), resulting in
small IWC differences. In T1, ice particles predicted by the
1θ scheme near cloud base benefit from smaller0 (∼ 0.3)
and, thus, have higher growth rates throughout the cloud
since they are more plate-like due to their initial geometry
than particles that nucleate at lower temperature. For the de-
terministic model, progressively colder temperatures result
in an increasein 0 leading to more spherical particles with
smaller growth rates. Thus, the many non-spherical parti-
cles predicted by the 1θ scheme not only have longer growth
times but also higher growth rates, which results in a larger
differential in IWC between the two nucleation schemes.

The tendency for IWC to often scale withNice (Figs. 4
and 7) suggests that ice particle sizes are relatively uniform
amongst the different schemes. Indeed, additional analysis
of the results in Fig. 4 shows that ice particle sizes for all
five schemes cover a similar size range of∼ 10 µm< Dice <

250 µm (at 200 m, not shown). This relatively broad range
is due to the large spread in onset temperatures of freez-
ing for the monodisperse IN which implies different growth
time scales for ice particles nucleated at different times and
thus reflects the stochastic and temperature-dependent na-
ture of the freezing process. A more thorough analysis of the
size distributions from these simulations is not particularly
meaningful since ambient IN distributions are unlikely to
be monodisperse. Nevertheless, the assumption of monodis-
perse IN has allowed us to separate effects of different nucle-
ation schemes onNice without having to deal with potential
effects due to different IN sizes.

4.2 Parcel model studies: polydisperse IN

Ice/liquid distribution

Since the box model results in Sect. 3 suggested a great sen-
sitivity of Ffr to IN size if DIN is varied by a factor of two,
we performed additional simulations (w = 10 cm s−1) where
we assume that a fraction ofeachof the 11 CCN size classes
(0.02 µm< DCCN < 2 µm) can form ice; the total IN num-
ber is the same as in the simulations discussed in Sect. 4.1
(NIN = 4 l−1 atT ∼ 243 K (kaolinite);NIN = 1 l−1 at T1 and
T2). Even though typical atmospheric IN (e.g., dust, biologi-
cal particles) might not exhibit sizes as low as 0.02 µm, these
simulations allow us to explore the role of IN sizes in a con-
ceptual framework. These exercises tie in with our earlier
work where we showed that the temporal (vertical) change of
LWC as a function of the ratio of the integral ice capacitance
to the integral droplet radius can be considered a measure of
the stability of a mixed-phase cloud (Ervens et al., 2011).

Nice shows a much greater discrepancy between the five
schemes than the results for monodisperse IN (cf. Figs. 4b
and 8a). Since most IN are smaller than 800 nm, all schemes
show much lowerNice. While in the simulations of monodis-
perse IN, the 1θ and the soccer (int) schemes showed nearly

identical Nice for all updraft velocities, the difference in
Nice resulting from different IN size classes is significant for
these two schemes. As explained above, for a given size the
predicted freezing probabilities might be equal if Eqs. (14)
and (15) hold true. However, sinceJ is a complex function
of DIN (Eqs. 1–6),P1θ andPsocint do not scale proportion-
ally with DIN so that one no longer expects agreement. The
strong size dependence ofFfr in the deterministic approach
(Eq. 12) results in very smallNice for the selected initial size
distribution. The trend inNice is reflected in IWC with the
exception of theθPDF scheme higher in the cloud owing to
highNice near cloud base.

The evolution of LWC shows that under these model initial
conditions the choice of the nucleation scheme might have
bearing on the stability of the cloud (Fig. 8b). The soccer (int)
scheme predicts the largest frozen fraction and IWC and thus
LWC is clearly affected, as evidenced by a deceleration of
growth with increasing height. This sensitivity to the differ-
ent nucleation schemes is more clearly depicted by the ratio
IWC/LWC (Fig. 8c): in situations where IWC∼ 0.5 LWC
there is noticeable evidence of cloud droplets evaporating
due to the Bergeron-Findeisen process.

The adiabatic conditions in the parcel model determine the
total amount of condensate (IWC + LWC) which is smaller
at lower temperatures. This is clearly seen in the significantly
smaller IWC + LWC for the colder regime compared to the
warmer regimes (T1 and T2) (cf. Fig. 8d and e and Fig. 7).
Ratios of IWC/LWC are notably smaller than at the colder
temperature (cf. Fig. 8c and f) and, thus, clouds are expected
to be more stable. The similar evolution ofNice at T1 and T2
is due to the parameter choices for these simulations. (Re-
call thatθ1θ andA2, Table 1, were adjusted in order to pro-
duce similar verticalNice profiles as compared to the corre-
sponding schemes atT ∼ 243 K.) Thus, also at these higher
temperatures, the differences inNice between the nucleation
schemes are much greater for a polydisperse IN distribution
as compared to results from monodisperse IN due to the dif-
ferent dependencies ofFfr onDIN .

4.3 Size distribution of ice particles

Ice size distributions from the above simulations for polydis-
perse IN ath = 200 m are shown in Fig. 9a (lower tempera-
tures) and 9b (higher temperatures, T1 and T2). The equiva-
lent diameter of a (non-spherical) ice particle is used to rep-
resent the diameter of a sphere with the same mass. Since the
number of ice size classes in the model is huge (several thou-
sand classes for the externally-mixedθPDF and soccer (ext)
schemes) but each ice class only contains a very small num-
ber of particles, size distributions in Fig. 9 are created by sort-
ing all ice particles into ten equally-spaced size bins. The size
range of nearly spherical ice particles that grew at low tem-
peratures is very similar for all nucleation schemes (Fig. 9a),
which is consistent with the trend ofNice and IWC to scale
(Fig. 8a). The higher IWC in the soccer (int) scheme (Fig. 8b)
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Fig. 8.Parcel model results of(a, d) the evolution of the ice number concentrationNice of an IN population withNIN , (b, e) IWC, LWC, and
(c, f) IWC/LWC assuming a polydisperse IN size distribution. The upper panel corresponds to immersion/condensation freezing of kaolinite;
the bottom panel includes results for simulations at temperature regimes T1 and T2.

is consistent with the high number of ice particles that nu-
cleated near cloud base. Even though these particles slightly
reduce the supersaturation, the growth rates of ice particles
are not significantly affected as compared to those predicted
in the other schemes, resulting in similar particle sizes. In
general, the change inS (Eq. 13) is mostly controlled by the
numerous small droplets (LWC) and to a smaller extent by
the much fewer ice particles if both phases grow indepen-
dently of one other. Only under conditions of the Bergeron-
Findeisen process (e.g., near cloud top in the soccer (int)
scheme), does efficient deposition of water vapor on ice par-
ticles represent a major sink for supersaturation. Under those
conditions, the ice particles benefit from the evaporation of
droplets as an additional source of water vapor. The consis-
tency in size range between the 1θ and deterministic scheme
is also evident in the simulations at T1 and T2 (Fig. 9b). At
the same temperature, the size range is similar for the two
nucleation schemes. On the other hand, the size range dif-
fers between the T1 and T2 regimes because in T1 particles
grow more efficiently owing to their more extreme habits in
T1 (Sect. 4.1.3).

The capacitanceC of a spherical particle equals particle
radius; for non-spherical particles capacitance is determined
by the curvature of the particle (e.g., McDonald, 1963). The

integral capacitance is the number-weighted capacitance in
each size classi, 6i(Nice,i · Ci). Many different combina-
tions of individual (Nice,i · Ci) can yield the same integrated
value and thus affect the evolution of IWC and its impact
on LWC to similar extents (Ervens et al., 2011). Figure 9c
and d displayNice as a function of the mean capacitance
Cmean (average value over allCi [µm] within the ice parti-
cle population). The contours show lines of equal integral
capacitance [µm l−1]. The distributions of (nearly) spher-
ical particles show a very similarCmean for all schemes
over the depth of the cloud (color-coding indicates height)
(Fig. 9c). Both the size distributions and the mean capaci-
tances show that the particle sizes do not differ much be-
tween the different schemes for the conditions when both
phases grow independently of one other. This consistency
is similar to that found in our previous study where we
showed that differentNice result in similar equivalent diam-
eters for the same growth time scales for wide ranges of
the NIN , w, andT parameter spaces (Ervens et al., 2011).
It was concluded that the vapor supply is sufficient to al-
low particle growth without competition for water vapor.
The integral capacitance differs by a factor of seven between
the soccer (int) [3, in Fig. 9c] and the deterministic [5, in
Fig. 9c] scheme due to the differentNice(Cmean,soccer(int) ∼
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Fig. 9.Parcel model results for polydisperse IN distributions:(a, b) ice size distributions (h = 200 m) and(c, d) details on mean and integral
ice capacitance. Grey contours show lines of equal capacitance; numbers on the contours denote integral capacitanceNiCi [µm l−1]. (a,
c) T ∼ 243 K (kaolinite).(b, d) Temperature ranges T1 and T2.

700 µm l−1; Cmean,determ∼ 100 µm l−1). At the higher tem-
peratures (T1 and T2) the vertical evolution of the mean ca-
pacitance is not as consistent as for the more uniform spher-
ical particles at the lower temperatures since the different
initial particle shapes and resulting growth rates lead to dif-
ferent capacitances throughout the ice population. However,
the differences inCmeanbetween the two different nucleation
schemes (Cmean,1θ /Cmean,determ∼ 160/20) are very similar
to those atT ∼ 243 K.

This analysis suggests that the choice of the nucleation
scheme does not affect resulting particle growth rates and
sizes to a significant extent but that the differences in result-
ing integral capacitance are mostly ascribed to differences
in Nice that form at different temperatures. Thus, the choice
of the nucleation scheme has the most significant impact on
Nice by determining the timing of nucleation events, subse-
quent duration of ice growth, and the temperature range over
which ice growth occurs. For a given temperature regime, the
nucleation scheme has little influence on growth rates of ice

particles as long as the cloud is supersaturated with respect
to ice.

5 Conclusions

Model simulations have been performed to explore the sen-
sitivity of properties of mixed-phase clouds to different nu-
cleation schemes for immersion and condensation freezing
of particles that are assumed to exhibit similar surface prop-
erties as derived for kaolinite particle in laboratory exper-
iments. The five nucleation schemes cover time-dependent
(stochastic) freezing of particle populations of (i) identical
surface properties with a single contact angle (1θ), (ii) an
external mixture of surface properties (θPDF); a distribu-
tion of contact angles of particle surfaces of (iii) internally
mixed (soccer (int)) and (iv) externally mixed particles (soc-
cer (ext)) and (v) a time-independent, singular freezing be-
havior (deterministic scheme).
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A box model was applied in order to mimic laboratory
experiments for monodisperse (800 nm) IN that were pre-
viously used to derive parameters for the different nucle-
ation schemes (L̈uönd et al., 2010). This provides realism to
the parameter choices for the subsequent modeling exercises.
Sensitivity studies show that the frozen IN fractions from the
different schemes that are very similar over short time scales
diverge significantly for extended time scales, as well as for
different conditions such as IN diameter, supersaturation and
temperature.

The schemes were implemented into a parcel model
that takes into account detailed microphysical feedbacks
of droplet and ice particle growth on supersaturation. Dur-
ing the early stages of cloud evolution, frozen particles are
formed by condensation freezing at (water) subsaturated con-
ditions predicted by the stochastic schemes whereas the de-
terministic scheme is only applicable to supersaturated con-
ditions with respect to water. When the supersaturation in
the cloud is sufficiently high to result in droplet activation
or sufficiently dilute particles, freezing occurs through the
immersion mode. At high updraft velocities, the strong cool-
ing rates allow nearly all the equally-sized (800 nm) IN to
nucleate ice, with only weak dependence on theirθ distri-
butions. At lower updraft velocities (lower supersaturations),
the choice of the nucleation scheme leads to the greatest dif-
ferences in predictedNice. The deterministic approach only
depends on temperature and is time-independent; thusNice
is not regulated by the cooling rate and feedbacks ofNice
and LWC on supersaturation, leading to the highestNice
in supersaturation-limited scenarios. The sensitive relation-
ship between ice and supersaturation tends to initiate the
Bergeron-Findeisen process (all else equal) in low updraft
regimes. Depending on the choice of the nucleation scheme,
the demise of the liquid phase will be initiated at different
times/heights in a cloud since nucleation events occur over
different temperature ranges.

At higher temperatures, differences in the temperature
range of nucleation events not only translate into different
temporalNice profiles but also into different initial parti-
cle shapes (inherent growth ratios). Exploratory simulations
show that such differences in initial particle geometry as pre-
dicted by the 1θ or deterministic scheme, respectively, can
translate into different growth rates that can lead to either
amplification or reduction in predicted differences in IWC.

Finally, parcel model simulations that consider a polydis-
perse IN population show that the different parameterizations
of θ distributions and time-dependencies are highly sensitive
to IN size and lead to great differences in predicted ice num-
ber concentrations between the different schemes. The anal-
ysis of parameters that characterize the ice size distributions,
i.e. the mean and integral capacitances, show that the differ-
ences in the latter are mostly determined by differences in
ice number concentration and less by the spread in ice par-
ticle sizes. The IWC tends to scale withNice, since ice par-
ticle sizes are very similar from one scheme to the other. As

long as the water phase exists, condensation is the primary
loss term for supersaturation. Under these conditions, and at
the low ambientNice, ice particles grow by diffusion without
competition from other particles.

The absence of a dynamical framework, collection, and
sedimentation in the current study makes it difficult to as-
sess just how much impact these schemes would have on ice
number concentration and total ice mass and makes a com-
parison of predicted ice number concentration to observa-
tions difficult. Some insight can be obtained from Kulkarni
et al. (2012), who used a two-dimensional, cloud-resolving
model to show that differences inNice as predicted from the
1θ and theθPDF scheme result in significant differences in
IWC, depending on the choice of parameters. It is therefore
likely that the additional schemes tested here will have sig-
nificant influence.

In summary, the large differences in the evolution of the
frozen fraction and related parameters from the five nucle-
ation schemes reveal that the consistency in predicted frozen
IN fraction suggested by recent laboratory experiments is re-
stricted to a very narrow range of conditions. The extrapola-
tion of these schemes to a wide range of atmospherically-
relevant conditions can lead to great discrepancies in pre-
dicted cloud-relevant parameters if the cloud covers condi-
tions where ice nucleation is sensitive to surface properties
(contact angle distributions). Our sensitivity studies show
the urgent need for better constraints of the physicochemical
properties that determine the freezing behavior of IN. Labo-
ratory experiments should be designed to refine the appropri-
ateness of different nucleation schemes for various aerosol
types and conditions.
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